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At your service!
… Designed without limits!

TSR Special Trailers, located in The Netherlands, is a manu-
facturer of (special) trailers meant for the heavy-transport 
and offers a wide range of products with never-ending 
possibilities. We have an history of over 25 years in desig-
ning, developing and producing special trailers. In combi-
nation with our knowledge from the heavy-transport 
market worldwide, our trailers nowadays belong to the top 
of the market. By continually developing our trailers, we 
offer a high quality level and we full-fill the latest demands 
of the market.

Due to the fact we have our own design, engineering, 
development and production facilities we are able to 
offer a high quality standard for our products and we keep 
continuously developing. Our trailers are therefor built with 
only the best materials able to get, the latest technology 
and of-course high quality of steel. With that combined, 
our trailers are very robust and up to meet every task they 
are given. Whatever the situation, the TSR trailers will never 
fail you getting the job done. 

Thanks to those facts, our trailers are extremely versatile, 
extremely strong and they are completely reliable in 
every (extreme) situation. This is also the main reason 
we now supply our trailers worldwide. Thanks to an  
extensive dealer-network, TSR therefor has sales and service  
locations in complete Europe, The Middle-East, Russia, 
Africa and South America.

We offer an wide range of products, numerous different 
models and never-ending possibilities. Our trailers are 
very multifunctional and we have extensive options/ 
accessories for our trailers. We therefor can offer you 
a solution for every transport task or demand for your 
company. 

Next to our standard range, we are also able to provide you 
custom made solutions. All our models can be adapted to 
the customers desire. 

Just ask us about the possibilities!
We are always at your service!



Standard available models:
Axles : 2 till 12 axles
Payload : from 30 Ton till 180 Ton
Lowbed height : 900 mm
 : 800 mm 
Extendible : Single (+6.500 mm)
 : Double (+13.000 mm)
 : Triple (+21.000 mm)
Steering : Self-tracking (friction)
 : hydraulic steering (knuckle)
 : independent steering (DWS)
 : electronic-hydraulic (ES)
Neck : Standard fixed neck
 : MEGA neck (low-liner)
 : Hydraulic adjustable neck

Standard available models:
Axles : 2 till 5 axles
Payload : From 30 Ton till 100 Ton
Lowbed height : 350 mm
 : several floor options 
Extendible : Single (+6.500 mm)
 : Double (+13.000 mm)
Steering : Self-tracking (friction)
 : hydraulic steering (knuckle)
 : in dependable steering (DWS)
Neck : Standard fixed neck
 : Hydraulic adjustable neck
 : Removable gooseneck
   (front-end loading)

Standard available models:
Axles : 2 till 6 axles
Payload : From 30 Ton till 100 Ton
Floor height : ca. 1.500mm
 : ca. 1.200mm (Wing-carrier)
Extendible : Single (+7.500 mm)
 : Double (+15.000 mm)
 : Triple (+22.500 mm)
 : Quattro (+29.500 mm)
Steering : Self-tracking (friction)
 : hydraulic steering (turntable)
Neck : Standard fixed neck
 : Gooseneck (Wing-carrier)
 : MEGA neck (lowliner)

Semi-lowloaders

Payload up to 180 TON

Payload up to 100 TON

Payload up to 100 TON

Lowloaders 

Platform-trailers / Wing-carriers

Product range & models



Long, Longer, Longest

Need to carry long loads? No problem! Got even longer 
loads? We offer you the longest!

TSR offers a wide range of extendible possibilities to carry 
even to most extreme lengths. 

From standard single extendible with an total length up 
to 28.000 mm (depending on the model). 

And even up to Four-times extendible possibilities with 
an total platform length of 56.000 mm (depending on the 
model) or even more based on your request. 

Strong construction

Thanks to a sophisticated design and a (telescopic) central-
spine construction, our trailers cannot be even extended 
up to extreme lengths, but they stay strong, have very low 
weight and remain to have a high stability. Therewith our 
trailers are not only perfect suitable to carry heavy loads, 
but they are also ideal for the transport of long loads.
The strong construction of our trailers combined with the 
latest technology, such as ABS/EBS/RSP, and the best stee-
ring solutions, makes sure you are capable to have a save 
drive with even the most extreme loads in every situation.



Extensive steering solutions

Self-tracking axles (friction steering) Hydraulic steering (Knuckle axles)

- 20˚-25° steering angle

- 12.000 kg per axle

- Almost no maintenance

- Inexpensive to buy

- Economical & durable

- 50° steering angle

- 12.000 kg per axle

- Low maintenance

- Manual override

- Economical & durable

- 45° steering angle

- 12.000 kg per axle

- Low maintenance

- Manual override

- Economical & durable

- 40° steering angle
- 12.000 kg per axle
- Manual override
-  Extremely light 

weighted hydraulic 
system.

- 57° steering angle
-  12.000 kg per axle 

(licensed in the EU!)
- Low maintenance
- Manual override
- Hydraulic suspension
- More stability
-  Extremely light, more 

loading capacity

Self-tracking / friction steering
The self-tracking axle is the most simple available but 
very effective steering axle. The steering works comple-
tely mechanical and is working on friction forces only.

Hydraulic steering (turntable)
The (forced) hydraulic steering is a very effective type 
of steering. The steering works through an fixed axle 
mounted on a turntable. Mainly used on platform- 
trailers.

Hydraulic steering (Knuckles)
The (forced) hydraulic steering with knuckle axles provi-
de you of a very high steering comfort and optimal per-
formance and maneuverability. Mainly used on (semi-) 
lowloaders.

Electronic Steering (ES)
The Electronic Steering (ES) works through a digital 
sensor inside the kingpin, which measures the steering 
angle of the truck. This signal is send to an hydraulic unit 
which make the axles to steer. Because you do not need 
the conventional hydraulic parts (cylinder, turntables), 
this system is extremely light.

Independent steering &  
suspension (DWS)
The independent steering and suspension offers a new 
dimension in driving comfort and stability, thanks to the 
double arm wishbone and hydraulic suspension. The 
independent suspension is the latest innovation in sus-
pension systems. The axles are very light weighted, and 
reduces the construction space. Due to this system you 
get even more loading capacity and lower height.

 Light & strong construction

  From single up to even  
Quattro extendible

  Reliable in even the most  
extreme situations



Drive-on ramps

To get easy access to the lowbed for wheel-loaders, fork-
lifts, caterpillars and all other kind of vehicles TSR offers 
an exceptional range of hydraulic drive-on ramps in 
various models, suitable for all kind of machinery.

The hydraulic ramps from TSR are designed with an very 
strong construction for the heaviest jobs and machi-
nery of all kinds, and the heaviest kinds.

The ramps are operated by an own hydraulic system 
with a pump mounted on the trailer and does only 
require a NATO-connection (electric feed) to the Truck. 
Optional is also a PTO-system possible.

TSR 3000
Electro-hydraulic drive-on ramps
Length 3.000 mm
Width 800 mm
Driving angle 14°
Sideways slidable 
Standard with hardwood floor

TSR 5000
Electro-hydraulic drive-on ramps
Length 5.000 (3.000 + 2.000) mm
Width 800 mm
Up-folding in two section (flip-toe)
Driving Angle 8°
Sideways slidable 
Standard with hardwood floor

TSR WEDGE
Electro-hydraulic drive-on ramps
Length 1.700 mm
Width 1.250 mm
Able to sink completely in the floor
Able to stand-up straight
Driving Angle 14°
Floor in steel with anti-slip cross-bars



The best suspension systems

Air-suspension
Up/down  -100 / +100 mm
Technical capacity 13.000 kg

Hydraulic suspension
Up/down -100 / +200 mm
Technical capacity 13.000 kg

Independent (hydraulic) 
suspension
Up/down -100 / +200 mm
Technical capacity 12.000 kg

Airsuspension
All our models are standard equipped with a pneumatically controlled air-sus-
pension system. The air-suspension has a technical capacity of 13.000 kg/axle 
and is there with more than sufficient to carry heavy loads. Air-suspension has 
the feature to improve the driving comfort of your trailer and eliminate unwan-
ted vibrations. The air-suspension system recognizes the weight put on the trai-
ler. Based on this information the air-suspension system automatically arrange 
the proper settings on the air-suspension. This ensures you always of the right 
conditions in all circumstances. 

Hydraulic suspension
Optional all our models can also be available with hydraulic suspension. In com-
paring with airsuspension, hydraulic suspension gives even a better stability 
for the trailer. The hydraulic system ensures you always of the proper setting in 
every situation. The more number of axles and payload on your trailer, the more  
hydraulic suspension is recommended to ensure even a better operation of your 
trailer. Hydraulic suspension increases the stroke up to 300mm.

Independent suspension
The new generation of steering; independent hydraulic suspension. 
As an answer on the demand of more loading capacity and lower bed 
heights from the nowadays market, TSR has introduced this new innova-
tion on their (semi-)lowloader models. Thanks to the slim design and compact 
construction of the double arm wishbone and the hydraulic suspension, we are 
able to reduce the floor height to a minimum, set the steering angle to a maxi-
mum (up to 57˚)  and increase the loading capacity extensively. With a permis-
sible 12.000 kg loading capacity per axle (approved with a certificate §70 StVZO), 
the independent suspension is already a success in the heavy transport market.



Ultra-light design

Less is more

Especially for European market, where permissible pay-
loads are often limited and every extra tonnage loading 
capacity is of huge value, TSR has developed an ultra-light 
range of semi-lowloaders and flatbed trailers.

Thanks to a very slim design, the use of top-quality high 
tension steel and several aluminum applications, these 
trailers have very low dead-weight and low floor height. 

Thanks to this slim design we are able to present an univer-
sal applicable trailer, suitable for heavy-transports as well 
as normal freights, with a maximum possible payload and 
still remain within the permissible road-regulations.

Large range of applications

The ultra-light construction of these trailers in combina-
tion with a wide range of options, such as wheelcorns, 
drive-on ramps, twistlocks, lifting platforms, which all can 
be personalized to your demand, makes them very mul-
tifunctional and perfectly suitable for all kinds of (heavy) 
transport task.

The ultra-light range is available for semi-lowloader models 
and flatbed-trailers with 3 or even till 5 axles. They can 
be extendible, friction-steered (self-trackign) or hydraulic 
steered depending on your personal choices.

Gross vehicle weight : 66.000 kg
Empty vehicle weight : 11.500 kg
Payload  : 54.500 kg

Gross vehicle weight : 46.000 kg
Empty vehicle weight : 9.880 kg (incl. drive-on ramps & wheelcorns)
Payload  : 36.120 kg

Gross vehicle weight : 46.000 kg
Empty vehicle weight :   8.700 kg
Payload  : 37.300 kg

Gross vehicle weight : 46.000 kg
Empty vehicle weight :   9.200 kg
Payload  : 36.800 kg



The finest braking systems

Electronic braking technology

ABS
The pneumatic controlled ABS (Anti Blocking System) pre-
vent the wheels from blocking during braking. Thereby 
you achieve optimum traction on every road situation.

EBS
EBS (Electronic Braking System) integrates the basic 
braking functions (ABS/RSP) in one electronic system. 
The advantages of an electronic control in comparison to 
a conventional pneumatic system, the shorter reaction 
times, and maximum stopping distances - and therefore 
an increased safety on the road.  The electronic braking 
system (EBS) has several additional advantages such as 
control of wear. With the EBS system you are also able 
to login the system and read all history such as system-
faults, settings, diagnosis. With the help of this diagnosis 
program, the user can read and delete the fault recorder, 
and also carry out a comprehensive System Test. An au-
tomatically running End-of-Line Test generating a closing 
report confirms correct installation and connection of the 
brake module.

RSP
RSP (Roll-over Stability Program) reduces the chances for 
your trailer to roll-over making a turn or suddenly swer-
ving. The system detects changes in the center of gravity 
and then engages the braking system to quickly reduces 
the speed of the trailer.

Additional Features
The electronic braking has even more features. It reduces 
tires to worn-out, fuel savings, improved driving safety, 
saves maintenance costs furthermore and much more 
advantages.



High quality level

Quality control

During the production process each trailer 
will be controlled on several points on their 
quality. The main points, such as steel, wel-
dings, paint, brake-/air-systems, are tested 
extensively for each trailer. Before the trailer will be delivered 
to its end-customer, the trailer shall be subject to an com-
prehensive quality-check and test-drive. TSR is also ISO9001 
certificated, which proves our quality level furthermore!

Durability & light weight 
design

Thanks to our sophisticated design, our trailers are not only 
extremely strong but they are also very light-weighted 
which makes them durable. An investment in our trailer 
makes you sure you will have a trailer, good for the job, 
for a long time. The trailer will never fail you, even in the 
worst circumstances. Due to the slim design and latest 
technology the trailer is very economical. It needs low 
maintenance, saves fuel and tires to worn-out. 



Low maintenance

Low maintenance &  
Easy repairable

As we use only the latest technology for our systems, the trai-
ler needs very low maintenance. The axle systems we use for 
our trailers, are from a closed system, and need check-ups & 
maintenance only a couple times a year. Next to that, all parts 
on the trailer are constructed in such a way, they are very easy 
to repair/replaced as a single part. All spare-parts are world-
wide available.

Painting

TSR pays a lot of attention to the quality of the painting and 
the conservation. First, all steel parts are being sandblasted 
and blown dust free, so that the best surface rises for a good 
adhesion of the primer. To prevent corrosion we offer several 
options in the first layer, such as standard primer with a thick-
ness of 60Mu, special zinc-primer or even completely meta-
lized. As finish a final layer of 2 components coating is being 
added, in RAL color by choice, in a thickness of 60Mu. This en-
sures you from the best conservation!



Options & Accessories

We start with our basic model…

… than it is up to you to add options and accessories 
by your choice. We can offer you a wide range of op-
tions and accessories within our standard program.  
Adding options makes your trailer even more flexible and  
multifunctional. Own suggestions? No problem, we’re 
happy to help you on your personal desires.

Headboard as toolbox
Sparewheel-carriers

Steel headboards
(several options)

Twistlocks

Widening of the lowbed
(Timber for widening)

Timberstake pockets 

Floor recess between axles
(for excavator arm)

Hydraulic liftable lowbed
(for forklifts)

Wheelcorns
(for wheelloaders)

Loading trestle

Aluminum sideboards
(several options)

Lose bolster / sliding table
(Available in several options 
& dimensions)



Never-ending possibilities

Custom-made design

TSR doesn’t produce in series but produces each trailer on 
the customer desire. On that way we can assure that the 
trailer you buy, will meet exactly your personal demands. 
Rather it is a change in coupling-height, axle-distance, low-
bed width or anything else. We are happy to sit down with 
you and listen to your wishes to translate it into a speci-
fication which will perfectly suit you. Even if you have  
special requests or the trailer isn’t within our standard 
range, our experienced engineers are very capable to 
think for a solution for your transport task en provide  
custom made designs. Just ask us about the possibilities!

Sales & service

TSR has an extensive sales and service network with loca-
tions worldwide. Our sales-team is well trained and ex-
perienced in the heavy-transport market. They are more 
than capable to advise you the perfect solution for your 
request. Also on support on after-sales or warranty issues, 
we are always welcome to help you further and will do 
all within our power to solve your questions or problems.  
Because of the fact we have local partners worldwide, and 
they are the best experienced in the local market, rules and 
transportation laws, they are more than capable to help you. 
Our sales-team is always at your service!

Steel timberstakes

Hydraulic neck.
For optimizing 5th wheel  
pressure and weight levelling
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Contact and information:
TSR Trading B.V.
Willem Alexanderstraat 19
6691EE Gendt
The Netherlands

T  +31(0)-481-464771
E  info@tsrtrailers.com

Your local dealer:

www.tsrtrailers.com


